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Disclaimer

Summary Information
This Presentation contains summary information about the current activities of Alumina Limited (ACN 004 820 419) (Alumina) and its subsidiaries as at the date of this Presentation. The 
information in this Presentation should not be considered to be comprehensive nor to comprise all the information that a reader may require in order to make an investment decision regarding 
Alumina securities. This Presentation should be read in conjunction with Alumina's other periodic and continuous disclosure announcements lodged with the ASX, which are available at 
www.asx.com.au.
No Offer, Recommendation or Advice
This Presentation is for information purposes only and is not a prospectus, product disclosure statement or other disclosure or offering document under Australian or any other law. It does not 
constitute an offer, invitation or recommendation to acquire Alumina securities in any jurisdiction and neither this Presentation nor anything contained in it will form the basis of any contract or 
commitment.
The information contained in this Presentation is not financial product advice, or any other advice, and has been prepared without taking into account any reader's investment objectives, 
financial circumstances or particular needs. 
Forward-Looking Statements
Neither Alumina nor any other person warrants or guarantees the future performance of Alumina or any return on any investment made in Alumina securities. This Presentation may contain 
certain forward-looking statements, including forward-looking statements within the meaning of the US Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. The words “anticipate”, "aim", "believe", 
"expect", "project", “estimate”, "forecast", "intend", "likely", “should”, "could", "will", "may", "target", "plan” and other similar expressions (including indications of "objectives") are intended to 
identify forward-looking statements. Indications of, and guidance on, future financial position and performance and distributions, and statements regarding Alumina's future developments and 
the market outlook, are also forward-looking statements.
Any forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation are not guarantees of future performance. Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks (including the key 
risks referred to below), uncertainties and other factors, many of which are beyond the control of Alumina and its directors, officers, employees and agents, that may cause actual results to 
differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. Readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. Except as required by law, Alumina disclaims any 
responsibility to update or revise any forward-looking statements to reflect any new information or any change in the events, conditions or circumstances on which a statement is based or to 
which it relates.
Key Risks
Certain key risks that may affect Alumina, its financial and operating performance and the accuracy of any forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation include (without limitation): 
(a) material adverse changes in global economic conditions, alumina or aluminium industry conditions or the markets served by AWAC; (b) changes in production or development costs, 
production levels or sales agreements; (c) changes in laws, regulations or policies; (d) changes in alumina or aluminium prices or currency exchange rates; (e) Alumina Limited does not hold a 
majority interest in AWAC and decisions made by majority vote may not be in the best interests of Alumina Limited; and (f) the other risk factors summarised in Alumina’s Annual Report 2014.
Past Performance
Past performance information contained in this Presentation is given for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as (and is not) an indication of future performance. 
Financial Data
All dollar values in this Presentation are in United States dollars (US$) unless otherwise stated.
Certain financial data included in this Presentation is "non-IFRS financial information" under Australian Securities and Investments Commission Regulatory Guide 230: "Disclosing non-IFRS 
financial information". Alumina believes the non-IFRS financial information provides useful information to users in comparing prior periods and in assessing the financial performance and 
condition of Alumina. The non-IFRS financial information does not have a standardised meaning prescribed by Australian Accounting Standards and, therefore, may not be comparable to 
similarly titled measures presented by other entities, nor should the information be construed as an alternative to other financial measures determined in accordance with Australian Accounting 
Standards. Readers are cautioned, therefore, not to place undue reliance on any non-IFRS financial information contained in this Presentation. Where non-IFRS financial measures are 
contained in this Presentation, the definition of the relevant measure, its calculation method and/or a reconciliation to IFRS financial information is provided in this Presentation as appropriate 
or can be found in Alumina's ASX Half-Year Report (Appendix 4D).
No Liability
The information contained in this Presentation has been prepared in good faith and with due care but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is provided as to the currency, 
accuracy, reliability or completeness of that information. 
To the maximum extent permitted by law, Alumina and its directors, officers, employees and agents, and any other person involved in the preparation of this Presentation, exclude and disclaim 
all liability for any expenses, losses or costs incurred by any person arising out of or in connection with the information contained in this Presentation being inaccurate or incomplete in any way 
for any reason, whether by negligence or otherwise.
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AWAC: world’s largest bauxite and alumina 
producer

Geographically diversified, long-life, tier 1 bauxite mines and alumina refineries

Point Comfort

San Ciprian

Kwinana

Pinjarra

Wagerup

Huntly

Willowdale

Guinea

Juruti

Suralco
Alumar

Portland

MRN

Bauxite Mines

Refineries

Smelter

Location

Ma’aden

 2015 production:
‐ 15.1 million t alumina
‐ 43 million (bone dry) t 
bauxite (including equity 
interests)
‐ 163,000 t aluminium

 Most refineries integrated 
with mines

 New bauxite business –
supply to customers in 
China, Europe and Brazil 
(around 5 million t in 2016 
from existing mines)

 Suriname fully curtailed 
2015, Point Comfort to be 
fully curtailed in Q2 2016

 Saudi refinery around 80% 
nameplate capacity 



Recent growth by industry majors has 
been mainly in China
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Estimated Alumina Production 2008-2015 Estimated Aluminium Production 2008-2015

Source: AME Group, April 2016
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Forecast demand for alumina has 
reduced but remains solid

Solid growth forecast for aluminium demand drives alumina and bauxite demand

Source: Global Alumina demand, Harbor Aluminium, April 2016
(1) Alumina Limited estimate based on average 2.5 tonnes of bauxite per tonne of alumina

Growth requires additional ~58m tonnes per annum of bauxite by 2020(1)
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Modest new alumina supply forecast 
outside China

Upcoming Alumina Projects

REGION COUNTRY COMPANY LOCATION 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 TYPE COMMENTS INTEGRATED

UAE Emirates Global Aluminum KIZAD, Al 
Taweelah 2,000 Greenfield

Project feasibility studies were done last year. First phase of 2.0 million 
tpa to be ready by 2018. 
Phase II could double capacity to 4.0 million tpa. 

NO

Asia exc 
China Indonesia Hongqiao Well Harvest 

Winning Alumina 
Ketapang, West 
Kalimatan 1,000 Greenfield First 1mt phase scheduled to start in 2016 . Second 1mt phase scheduled 

for 2017 YES

Inalum/Antam/Chalco West Kalimatan 1,000 1,000 Greenfield Construction set to begin in 2016. YES

Eastern 
Europe Russia UC Rusal Kamensk‐Uralsky 125 Brownfield YES

China China Various Greenfield Various 800 1,100 0 0 0 Greenfield

Various Brownfield Various 7,400 0 7,200 800 0 Brownfield

TOTAL WORLD 8,325 2,100 9,200 1,800 1,000

TOTAL CHINA 8,200 1,100 7,200 800 0

TOTAL ROW 125 1,000 2,000 1,000 1,000

6Source: HARBOR Aluminum, April 2016
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Chinese refineries’ alumina cash costs 
– new capacity high end of cost curve
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Existing refinery

New refinery in 2015‐2016

 Chalco Zuiyi and Huajin refineries (Guizhou) expanded in 2015 and sit in 2nd and 3rd cost quartiles
 Weiqiao expanded two refineries in Shandong in 2015, both in 4th quartile
 New refineries generally enter higher on cost curve in China than new smelters, mainly due to 1) 

standard modular design (quick payback but not optimal opex), 2) generally higher bauxite costs and 3) 
limited access to best bauxite deposits in Guangxi                                                  Source CM Group April 2016 

1 MTPA Production



7 million t of Chinese alumina curtailed; 
nearly 3 million t has resumed in Q1 2016

8Source:  CM Group, April 2016

Province
Curtailed
Capacity 

(ktpa)
Comment

Henan 500

Curtailed capacity typically older, higher cost refineries. Unlikely to be restarted 
without a price increase above RMB2,000/t. Jinjiang’s 400ktpa (Kaiman) refinery, 
Wanji’s new 600ktpa and Yixiang’s 100kt have resumed production after price 
recovered in Q1 2016

Shanxi 950 Capacity curtailed is mostly Chalco Shanxi, given the new strategy of Chalco to 
divest high-cost assets. Capacity is unlikely to be restarted in the short term

Shandong 1,900
1,200 ktpa from Xinfa is unlikely to restart, given it is one of the highest cost, 
non-integrated refineries in China. Weiqiao’s announced capacity cut is yet to be 
implemented

Chongqing 200 Bosai’s 200ktpa capacity based on high-cost imported bauxite is unlikely to 
restart

Guizhou 600
Curtailed capacity in Guizhou driven by limited access to higher bauxite grades in 
the short term (higher cost alumina). Once more high grade bauxite becomes 
available, the capacity is expected to re-start

Total 4,150



Alumina forecast shortfall, nearing balance 
with recent curtailments and re-starts
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Risks for a tighter market
 More high cost refiners curtailing production or abandoning industry amid negative economics
 Alumina project delays/cancellations in Indonesia, Guinea amid low prices, tough financing conditions
 Reducing alumina production in USA (Point Comfort curtailing fully, other refineries in Chapter 11)
Risks for well supplied market
 Slower demand growth amid smelting curtailments
 Chinese refiners resuming more of curtailed production if price rises

Global alumina supply/demand balance 2015-2020

Source: CRU, April 2016
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Australian alumina price indices 
reflect fundamentals of alumina
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June 2015

 Acute global 
longs, further 
destocking by 
consumers 
(including India, 
Malaysia)
 Chinese 

domestic prices 
fall: lower 
imported bauxite 
costs particularly 
from Malaysia 
reduce Chinese 
alumina costs

July 2015

 SHFE, LME al at 6-
year lows
 Depressed global 

aluminum prices, 
poor smelting 
margins
 Low Chinese 

domestic prices 
drag on Aus mkt 
(Aust more than 
Yuan 100/mt above 
Chinese supply in 
import parity terms)
 Uncertainty over 

Chinese smelting 
cuts dampen 
alumina demand

Aug, Sep 2015

 Low freight 
prices (fleet 
overcapacity) 
 Oil prices at 

10-year low
 China share, 

financial market 
turbulence 
 Steep Yuan 

devaluation
 China cuts 

imports

Oct, Nov, Dec 
2015

 Aust alumina 
discounted to 
Chinese 
domestic
 Global alumina 

longs, low 
aluminum prices, 
poor smelting 
margins.
 Weak yuan, 

strong dollar 
raises cost of 
imports, deters 
imports

Jan 2016

 Margins led 
refining cuts 
China, Americas 
 Low oil prices, 

freight rates 
 Consumers 

traders restock/ 
opportunistic 
buys 
 Bauxite prices 

remain lows 
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Apr 2016

 SHFE, LME al at 
9-10-month highs
 Consumers 

restock alumina
 China economic 

stimulus 
measures fuel 
aluminum 
demand
 China restarts 

some idled 
refining capacity
 Chinese smelters 

switch output to 
molten mode 
(rather than 
ingots)

Mar 2016

 Australia increases 
exports to Canada, 
Iceland; cuts 
shipments to China
 Saudi refinery slow 

ramp up 
 Malaysia, India 

ramp up smelting 
rates, boost alumina 
imports

Feb 2016

 Noranda, Sherwin 
Chapter 11, future 
uncertain 
 Consumer 

restocking, 
opportunistic buying 
 Growing alumina 

supply concerns
 Chinese domestic 

alumina, al prices 
rise 
 Depressed freight 

rates 
 Aust alumina 

regains premium to 
Chinese alumina
 China idles 4-5 mil 

loss-making 
smelting capacity, 
8-9 mil refining 
capacitySource: Platts, April 2016
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China imported bauxite – Atlantic 
sources at much higher landed prices

Landed Prices of Imported Bauxite

AUSTRALIA – $44.3

INDIA – $56.5

MALAYSIA – $40.7

GUINEA – 50.3

BRAZIL – $61.3 

GHANA ‐ $68.5

MARCH 2016

DOM. REPUBLIC – $58.0

11Chinese Imported Bauxite Prices CIF, HARBOR Aluminum with China Customs Data, March 2016



China’s longer term domestic bauxite 
issues

Value in Use (VIU) adjusted 
bauxite prices rising

 ViU reflects grade, logistics & processing costs
 ViU rising faster than costs to mine, reflecting 

deteriorating A/S ratio
 ViU prices rising, even though non-value adjusted 

delivered prices have been falling

Declining bauxite quality in key alumina 
producing provinces

Source: Left hand side: CM Group, April 2016
Right hand side: Chinese Imported Bauxite Cost, CM Group with China Customs Data, April 2016

 Historical pure Bayer process economic limit above 5.0
 Feed grade increased marginally in 2014 as refineries 

started to use allocated bauxite (rather than domestic 
traded)

 Mining costs are increasing as deposits go deeper
 Limited access to high quality bauxite deposits (allocations)
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Chinese bauxite imports forecast to rise 
sharply

Refiners in some provinces which today rely mainly on domestic bauxite are forecast to reduce their use of 
domestic bauxite (due to a lower A:S ratio and higher mining cost) and either:
 - import bauxite at an increased freight cost, well inland or, more likely 
 - relocate/build new refining capacity in coastal regions to reduce freight (and may buy gibbsitic bauxite) 

13Source:  CM Group, February 2016
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Significant, large greenfields projects are needed 
to avoid a bauxite gap in 4 or 5 years

Global Bauxite Supply and Demand, 2013-2040

Source: CRU, February 2015 14



Social licence lost, Malaysia extends 
ban: lessons for other countries?

 Malaysian mining ban extended to July
 Requirement to fully clear stocks and review position
 Environmental, safety: water pollution from wash plants, 

dust, overloading, heavy traffic, poor rehabilitation
 Illegal mining – licensing issues, royalty gaps
 Lessons if Indonesia resumes (or Vietnam starts) exports?

15

West Kalimantan, Indonesia, 2014 Kuantan, Malaysia, 2015



Social licence and downstream 
sustainability issues

 Increasing needs for miners and refiners to focus on 
legitimate community expectations

 Social licence in indigenous communities requires 
environmentally, safe and socially sustainable practices

 Examples of recent problems:
– Samarco dam failure, Brazil
– Community—related restrictions on access to bauxite in India
– Malaysian community issues

 At the other end of the product chain, increasing 
expectations of some aluminium product consumers and 
producers:
– Want to see a complete chain of ethical, environmental and social 

responsibility (in choice of supplies)

16



AWAC’s rehabilitation best practices 
implemented in Australia and Amazon

Returning a self-sustaining jarrah 
forest ecosystem in Western 
Australia to enhance or maintain 
water, timber, recreation, and 
conservation values

Phase 1 (1-2 years): 
plants - fast growing

Phase 2 (3-5 years): 
plants - functional

Phase 3 (5-15 
years): plants for 

sustainable use and 
conservation

Nucleation: pioneering Project 
to recover the mined areas in 
Juruti (Amazon)
Community seedlings used for 
reforestation.

17



AWAC’s Juruti mine, Brazil social 
investments

38k

Projects within communities with direct 
influence and 35 programs on social and 
environmental control (PCAs)

Kilograms of vegetables have been 
produced generating R$ 322 thousand

227k
Seedlings used for reforestation the 
mined areas

Program to support family production

18



AWAC pillars of sustainability –
environmental, social and economic

Sustainability Fundamentals 

 Mutual - but different – responsibilities 
among companies, Government and 
communities to achieve Sustainable 
Development

 AWAC supports our communities with 
local development

 Developing the local supply chain and 
human capital is important to a 
sustainable operation and post-mining 
lifetime

19



Summary: medium to long term bauxite and 
alumina fundamentals are positive 

20

Industry context 

 Short term challenges with low prices

 Medium term fundamentals intact

 Primary aluminium demand growth strong: 3% for 2016 and 7% for 2017

 Approximately 23 million tonnes of new alumina capacity and nearly 60 million 

tonnes of extra bauxite production required by 2020

 Bauxite well supplied currently but potential steepening of demand growth

 Alumina near balance expected over next 5 years

 Refining issues in medium term

− China: Design/opex, bauxite cost/availability - domestic and imported

− RoW: Long lead times and no financial incentive for new capacity

AWAC has a leading position  Largest alumina producer and third party supplier and in lowest cost quartile

 Largest and first quartile of cost bauxite miner: record production, abundant 
resource, optionality of brownfields expansions to match market

AWAC’s strategy  De-link alumina pricing from LME: 85% of 3rd party sales on spot/API in 2016

 Fully curtailing Suriname/Pt Comfort, low cost Saudi refinery nearing capacity

 Commencing bauxite export business

Medium to long term 
developing challenges

 Legitimate social needs growing: licence to operate from local communities

 Responsible performers likely to have a competitive advantage if can show 

transparent sustainability chain (downstream producers and consumers) 

 Risk poor performers “sink all boats” in the region e.g. Malaysia, other Asian

 Increasing costs for and demands on producers and Governments 20


